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A PREDICTION EXPERIMENT WITH FILTERED EQUATIONS

For a number of years the concept has been well established that the

large-scale atmospheric motions may be looked upon as consisting of one

mode of relatively large time scale, usually called the meteorological

mode, upon which is superimposed small amplitude, essentially inertia-

gravity oscillations, with significantly shorter time scales. The

problem of filtering out from the hydrodynamic equations the inertia-

gravity waves has occupied meteorologists the last fifteen years or so.

In recent years, however, there has been a definite turn back to the

unfiltered equations, which definitely seem to have given an improvement

in the forecasts as compared with those put out from various types of

filtered equations used up to now.

The problem of how the hydrodynamic equations should be filtered in

the best way is seemingly not a straight-forward one to solve. In a

paper by A. Eliassen (1950) one particular kind of filtered prediction

equations was derived. This system, however, has never before been used

in any integration experiment. Instead various types of simplified

versions have been introduced, most likely because of integration

difficulties encountered with Eliassen's system. In this paper we shall

report on an integration experiment using in essence an integration method

by R. Fjbrtoft (1962), but modified so as to speed up the convergence rate,

significantly.

In order to derive the filtered equations of motion, by absence of

friction and non-adiabatic heating, we first carry out a time differentiation,
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D , of the horizontal equation of motion
dt

and substitute from the hydrostatic equation

( 9 = potential temperature)

into the adiabatic equation

This yields:

-- /

( V = geostrophical velocity = -- { /X I )

We shall assume that the left hand side, as a first approximation,

may be ignored in the meteorological mode, Next we divide, for reasons
2

which will become clear later, the horizontal component by 1 and the

vertical by a standard vertical stability • . Finally, a velocity

6 0
-/.& f' (O)/4 is substituted as a new variable by the relation,

(2) ae e o i o w +e sl e

We then obtain the following three scalar equations:
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symbolically as

4- 2 - - .1 4I --

To this comes the incompressibility condition

v7 rr + - ~ = o

and the boundary conditions

Cu = 0 for 7 ,-f0 ; C d f/'"= O for ps = Pu

'V- + V= C) normal to the lateral boundaries

or

/-7 O at the lateral boundaries

At any particular time step the four scalar equations, Eqs. (3-5)

and Eq. (7), together with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (8, 9), determine

€.-%' ) W and /' as functions of the geopotential ( alone. This

constitutes the space integration problem of balancing. The generation of

the new -fields, on the other hand, using the solution for / ,

constitutes the time integration problem.

One way of getting at the solution of the balancing problem would be

to solve for,t/ If and U in terms of /' ,- and then substitute

<0
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9a)

(9b)
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into Eqs. (7-9). This yields

where J is the inverted J defined in Eq. (6). By substitution into

Eqs. (7-9) we get to solve

(10 0)7+ \vqFr-VrjF) 67 v-V
I/

with the boundary condition

plus the remaining ones at the other boundaries.

This problem could be solved by a relaxation technique. However, the

boundary conditions are quite intricate, involving as they do directional

derivatives of / taken along directions which vary along the boundary.

Also the tensor has to be inverted at any time step. In the integration

method by Fj8rtoft these difficulties were avoided by applying instead the

relaxation procedure directly to the system of equations themselves. As

modified in this report the iteration scheme looks as follows:

(4et.) -/ 7/)
where e is a relaxation constant, is determined by requiring IY

to satisfy Eqs. (8-9). This gives us the additional equation to be solved

for '
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having underlined, as befvre, the inhomogenious term. The boundary conditions

are correspondingly

S- o for O, and

(14) - / (_,/) (40() N' •) ^l

1S' P/% + // / (R^ ,..± (_J.!'()for 75

(15a) - V 4 - -- -"/ - () normal to the lateral

boundary, or

(15b) /F - C) at the lateral boundary.

Compared with the problem in Eq. (5) this is a much simpler one, in particular

because the boundary conditions are now easily manageable. Also, use may be

made of iteration schemes which have been developed for elliptic equations

of the above type to secure a rapid convergence of the iterations. On the

other hand, however, the elliptic equation above has to be solved repeatedly

a number of times which equals the number R of the r-iterations. To

estimate R we consider the iteration scheme in Eq. (12) as one of solving

in each point x, y, p the linear algebraic system in the unknowns /,LT., U/.

We thus consider/ as known, although / is changed at each iterative step

to make 7 +. The convergence rate of the iteration scheme

<j .
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is easily discussed in terms of the eigen-values /\ of the eigen-value

problem

(17) §1 '

which are found as the three (real) roots of the cubic equation

-2 2 -2 -2

I -c--AM6X Ox 2-

(18) _ - ,r2 _

Subtracting /Y on the left side, and = ''' - /±

on the right side of Eq. (16), yields for the error 1J(I)- 21-

the equation

Writing -/ as a series of eigen-solutions satisfying

Eq. (17) gives 3 /'

,,) .=/ ," /

where(J-1! is the error on the n-th mode of the initial guess. Accordingly,

to secure convergence, ; must be chosen such that

< 2
assuming all 7L~ to be positive. Taking first -- )

the mode with; the slowest convergence rate converges as

x. • t•.,,),.,::,>x "'
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The ratio is estimated from Eq. (18). Observing that

under usual atmospheric conditions, the tensor in Eq. (6 ) is dominated

by the diagonal terms, which furthermore are of the order of magnitude

1, the above ratio will lay between 1 and 0.1. Accordingly, a number

of approximately five r-iterations will generally be sufficient.

The convergence rate in the conventional iteration schemes for solving

the elliptic equation in Eq. (13) is slow in the large-scale modes. The

number of iterations therefore usually becomes a formidable one, and it

The reason for the earlier division by - in the first equations
of Eq. (1) and by So in the third one is now obvious, for without these
divisions the relative range of the eigenvalues, as measured by the ratio

'(a-) /2 would have been immensely increased. This is seen from

the fact that 7 then would have been the three roots of

20 ^j le.

2

Since

a number of approximately 108 r-iterations would have been necessary, and
for each r-iteration we would have had to solve the elliptic problem

which involves approximately the same number of iterations as for the
elliptic problem in Eq. (13).
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is, of course, discomforting that such a problem at each time step has

to be solved several times, even if the number is as small as five.

However, the problem can be greatly simplified by observing the following:

writLng

K) ^ ~~t2.

and noting that . f . tend to become small

for the modes with large horizontal scales, we may write down a simplified

version of Eq. (12) and Eqs. (13-15):

0 -s^ €(19)

"-I
0 X 4 ~ 1 C~/7 , ±(•~/~~)~ ±v. 7 .. VJ-

with the corresponding boundary conditions. The solution of this will

take care of the large-scale miodes, and using / as initial guess in

Eq. (13) will therefore reduce greatly the number of iterations necessary

to solve for / from Eq (13).
2

If some of the eigen-values become negative, the relaxation

procedure in Eq. (13) will break down because it is not possible to keep

I +~. <j / by any fixed choice of );ý for both the positive and

negative . We shall call this the hyperbolic case, because it is

the condition that Eq. (10) becomes hyperbolic, as well. For the

analogous reason we shall call the case where all X are of identical

(20)

T.T.L--.* 41- J. . , ---l.

I
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signs, the elliptic case. The condition for ellipticity, i.e. that all

three roots of Eq. (18) are of the same sign, is found to-be the one where the

following inequalities are simultaneously fulfilled:

2 2

(21) () V-F± k y ( + +JAhS' - >0

Hyperbolic conditions may exist in certain points initially or develop
2.

in the course of the time integration. Conditions where some / become

small or negative cause numerical difficulties. We shall report on different

attempts to overcome these. Also, it is very doubtful whether the filtered

equations can be applied under such conditions. However, the discussion

of this latter point will be delayed until our final report.

The numerical experiments have been based upon a 9-layer model.

The horizontal extention has up to present time been restricted to a

17x17 point mesh with a grid distance of 381 km at 600 N on a stereographic

map,

The finite difference analogues to the governing equations did require

some special attention. On the basis of experience from preliminary test-
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computations, a staggered grid system was adopted with the wind components

represented in points between the information points for geopotential.

.- , * . k ir
(Fig. i)

system

The differentials in Eq. (12) are approximated as centered differences

in the following way:

A. For the x-component:

-- X

C > 1(4c^',^S)^) as U

where is defined by

("Y CQ^ ) = map factor

d = grid distance at 600 N

. asO as
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where

<PX I^ 10 P() [cxtc^ -i J- '^-
ctii ̂ ^ ij - c j' )

as co (-+ y \3) C () k-)

where

mcx-i&~'

'A = pressure-difference between k and k+l

as UFx\Jck, )

where

STFx|
C \L )

m ) C \

V. o 2 ~k~Y)iV as ••-x(X j ) /)13)

where

as _____ -_

-LLx ))

VI.

in'tWY~

dyp .-

IV Tcxý. k) Cx
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B. For the y-component in ( X, 1 , ) analogously:

as L

as i .j

I.

II. •LL

IV.

V. UL

as .-- ( k '\j Li

C. For the p-component (k-direction):

co ) 2- ) as

'- o)

C(PC,

as--

where

F=. )i TkQ(-,-I jJ
-P L4 x''i''l' ^ -'J 'U

--- I
as C i

as \/ (p)

as jJ 4)
F

vi.

S Ck)
0

where

; TC)
Cv

p4-

I'j.

IY, iCtj



iv. )

V. as

as C x-, ~

a s liU%\( W

+- V5'x )"X) ky ~)

The divergence of any vector \ is computed as the analogue to the

line integral A . where 0 indicates a gridsquare located

as illustrated in Fig. 2. c~ is directed along and N normal to the side.

I 0 t 0

Fig. 2 Area

Area

for computation of divergence

for computation of divergence

The information-levels for and F' are spaced with 10 cb intervals

from p = 100 cb to p = 0, and W is represented from p = 95 cb to p = 5 cb.

The boundary conditions in Eq. (14) are applied at the levels p = 5 cb

and p = 95 cb. To obtain 0 and r in these levels linear interpolation

is used. This way of applying the boundary conditions to the finite system

appeared to be the best out of several others that were tested.
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A basic feature of the finite difference scheme is illustrated by

application to a simplified two-dimensional model. With the equations

(23) 't X _TUAx AV•V c

and the condition

F' is given by

(24) \-7,§ \-7.-Luc V$Th I uJ

For f f = constant and a constant map factor, m = 1, the F- equation

reduces to

(25) 7 P -•• -4 jU .V -• [VU ^

the geostrophic wind,

To
now being strictly nondivergent. The finite difference expression for the

right hand side of Eq. (25) will be:

which in this case is identical to

-JD * j), _C? L+,I) - UPyr-', X) /'C--'3 ) +

7V F Y JC f -1 7 Y^k F % Ie %
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where

The i- equation thus in this case reduces to the centered finite difference

analogue to

The integration experiments were carried out with four versions of

the model:

I. A simplified barotropic scheme

II. A balanced barotropic scheme

III. A simplified three-dimensional scheme based on Eqs. (19, 20)

IV. A balanced three-dimensional scheme based on Eqs. (12, 13, 14 15b)

Except for one figure, the barotropic scheme will not be brought up in

the following. It was based on the system:

with the condition

giving an Helmholz-equation for r-p S. PO

In the simplified version the second term on the right hand side was omitted.
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The integration area, which has the southern-most latitude at approximately

250 N, is shown in Fig. 3 in connection with the illustrations of the test

situation. Centered time-differencing is used with a step of 1800 secs.

For 1 in Eq. (12) we started with a value of -0.5. This allows for

a maximum eigenvalue of slightly less than 4 (corresponding roughly to

cyclonic relative vorticity of 3f). In this case nonconvergence was

encountered in the r-iterations for the three-dimensional case already

after 18 timesteps. By solving for the roots of the cubic equation in

Eq. (18) using straight forward centered differencing to obtain the

coefficients, it was found that the system had assumed a hyperbolic character,

some eigenvalues being negative at the vicinity of the southern boundary.

Convergence was obtained by applying the technique presented by R. Fjdrtoft

(1962) with alternating sign of the relaxation coefficient. This method

was used to carry out a 36 hour forecast. The results appear very reasonable

up to 24 hours. In the next 12 hours a considerable deterioration occurs,

however, possibly indicating that a formal balancing for the hyperbolic

case may not be physically sound. ( Maps of the results are presented

in Fig. 7 in connection with other illustrations.) An additional

computational difficulty is caused by the existence of modes corresponding

to eigenvalues8 with very small numerical values. In this case the eigen-

solution will be very sensitive to fluctuations in the corresponding mode

of the inhomogenious terms. An accurate formal solution for these modes

is consequently not desirable.

Irrespective of what physical significance should be attributed to the

existence of modes with negative or very small numerical values of , we
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have at this stage concentrated our efforts to avoid the corresponding

numerical difficulties by enforcing a sufficient degree of ellipticity.

This problem has been approached along two lines:

A. Modification of the coefficients in Eq. (12) without a corresponding

modification of the < -field.

B. Modification of the P -field to reduce excessive anticyclonic vorticity,

assuming independently a positive static stability,where this happens to be

negative.

The approach A was based on the fact that the coefficients in the

system are much more sensitive to changes in the -field than are the

inhomogenious terms. The inconsistency introduced by applying this principle

should therefore not be too serious, the more so since relatively few points

will normally be affected. Experiments along this line have up till now

been carried out in three steps:

I. - With the basiccontdition

for the static stability, the conditions

>cI

were applied.

For C,= O. , nonconvergence in the r-iterations was encountered at

timestep 23 as compared to 18 for the unmodified scheme. With C O 0,

the integration could be carried out through 33 steps, while further increase

of C, had no significant effect.
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II. Next, the stronger condition,

( .. . ) Ž c ,. - I- b

C + OA ) >'C +

was imposed, still with the additional requirement on 5 , used in I.

For Cz= OS• , 44 steps were now reached before divergence was

encountered in the iteration-process.

III. With the condition for the horizontal derivatives that is given

in II, the criterion in Eqs. (21, 22) can always be satisfied by a suitable

choice of , In a third experiment we therefore added the condition

++ 03l "'JP + C

to the one used in II,

The derivatives were here estimated by centered differences.

With C = 0OA this approach did not carry the computations any

further than the previous experiment. This implies that it will be necessary

to derive criteria of ellipticity which apply to the chosen finite difference

analogue to Eq. (12).

This problem will be subject to further studies.

Approach B was based on the fact that a positive value of the quantity

+ ) normally makes the expressions in Eq. (21, 22) positive. The

< -field was therefore adjusted to satisfy the requirement + 3 0.1

In addition the static stability was independently adjusted to make

sC ) >tO'2So^ -
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The modification was arranged such that whenever nonconvergence was

encountered in the r-iterations, was investigated and if necessary

adjusted within an area around the point with maximum residual. The area

was defined as the smallest rectangular region where all boundary points

satisfied the condition on V . Compensation was made for the total

modification, , by adding - A(vz) to all N gridpoints

in the integration region thus conserving 72 . The modified

9 -distribution was obtained by solving the corresponding Poisson equation

over the entire region, using the known 0 -values along the boundary.

With this method the integration was carried out through the 67th

step, at which time the condition on V17 apparently became insufficient

to enforce ellipticity.

Also along this line some further experiments are planned.

The experiments have so far been limited to one particular situation,

namely December 29, 1962. Even if no definite conclusions can be drawn

from one single case, the results have been considered interesting enough

to motivate a preliminary presentation.

On the following pages some results of the experiments are illustrated.

In addition three figures from Science Vol. 148, 1965 are given, showing

results presented by G. Cressman in a comparison between a barotropic,

a balanced 3-level baroclinic , and a 4-level primitive equation model.



A5) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 29 dec 12z 1962

B5) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 30 dec 12z 1962

C5) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec 00z 1962

A9) Analysis 90 cb geopotential.
Valid 29 dec 12z 1962

0) Geographic orientation of
integration area.

C9) Analysis 90 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec OOz 1962

D1
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Figure 3

500 and 900 mb geopotential analyses of the test situation used for the

numerical experiments. Geographic orientation of the integration area.

Notice that the initial state (A) and the intermediate state (B)

are 24 hours apart while the final state (C) and the intermediate are

only 12 hours apart.

The intermediate state for 900 mb is omitted and instead is given

a map that illustrates the horizontal grid and the geographic orientation

for the integration area (0).

Data are taken from tape records of NMC operational analyses, available

at NCAR.



A) Forecast 36h 50 cb. Barotropic
model. Valid 31 dec OOz.
From Science vol. 148

V) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec OOz.
Verification to 36h forecasts.

B) Forecast 36h 50 cb. 3-level balanced
model. Valid 31 dec OOz. From Science

vol. 148

C) Forecast 36h 50 cb. 4-level primitive equation-

model. Valid 31 dec OOz. From Science vol. 148
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Figure 4

Copies of figures from G. Cressman, Science Vol. 148, 1965

These maps represent 36 hour forecasts for 500 mb geopotential, based

on a barotropic (A), an operational balanced 3-level baroclinic (B), and

a 4-level primitive-equation-model (C). The maps have been cut in order

to coincide with the total area used in our experiments. Unfortunately

no labeling is available for the isolines on these maps. The line interval,

however, is the same as for all other geopotential maps presented.

It is seen that the barotropic model failed completely to forecast

the development of the storm over New England, while both baroclinic

models to a certain extent catch this feature, the primitive equation

model being considerably better than the balanced in this respect.
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A) Forecast 36 h 50 cb. Simplified
scheme. Valid 31 dec OOz

V) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec OO0z.
Verification to 36h forecasts.

B) Forecast 33½h 50 cb. Balanced
scheme. Valid 30 dec 2130z.

C) Forecast 36h 50 cb. Primitive equation
model. Valid 31 dec 00z. From Science vol. 148.
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Figure 5

Forecasts of geopotential for 500 mb and verification (V)

The result obtained with the balanced scheme after 67 timesteps

(331 hours) may be compared with the 36 hour forecasts based on the

simplified scheme (A) and on the primitive equation model (C). The

balanced scheme is the one subject to the condition _- ) > O.E

as described in the text. From the 67th step ellipticity could not be

achieved by this method. The problems with hyperbolicity appeared close

to the center of the southern boundary, where excessive anticyclonic

vorticity tended to build up.

Our balanced model, in this case, appears to be substantially better

than the 4-level primitive-equation-model used in the comparisons by

Cressman. The simplified scheme, although indicating the development,

exaggerates the motion of the trough to a considerable degree. This

typical feature will be illustrated again in a following figure,
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A) Forecast 36h 90 cb. Simplified
scheme. Valid 31 dec 00z.

V) Analysis 90 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec OOz.
Verification to 36h forecasts.

B) Forecast 33½h 90 cb. Balanced
scheme. Valid 30 dec 2130z.

C) CO-distribution 55 cb.
60h. Balanced scheme.
Valid 30 dec 18z.

Forecast D) Vertical profiles of (0 at
points I, II, III indicated in (C).
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Figure 6

Forecasts of geopotential for 900 mb with verification (V). Examples of

(0-distribution (C, D).

Also in the lower levels the balanced model (B) gives a good picture

of the development at 67 timesteps. (The results are from the same run

as on the previous page.) As for the 500 mb surface, the simplified

scheme moves the trough too fast.

The example of )-distribution is taken from 60 timesteps with the

balanced scheme. (At 67 steps &)-values were by accident not recorded.)

The horizontal distribution (C) represents 550 mb-values, and the vertical

profiles are taken from points I, II and III as indicated on the (-map,

Units are in 1) cb/sec.Units are in 10 cb/sec.
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A) Forecast 24h 50 cb. Simplified
scheme. Valid 30 dec 12z.

B) Forecast 24h 50 cb. Balanced
scheme. Valid 30 dec 12z

Vl) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 30 dec 12z.
Verification to 24h forecasts.

V2) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec OOz.
Verification to 36h forecasts.

C) Forecast
scheme.
Valid 30

24h 50 cb. Balanced
Altern. sign for_ .
dec 12z.

D) Forecast 36h 50 cb. Balanced
scheme. Altern. sign for c .
Valid 31 d'ec"0Uz
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Figure 7

Forecasts of geopotential for 500 mb and verifications ( VI, V2 ).

Illustration of results from balancing with alternating sign of ) (C,D).

The excessive motion of the trough in the simplified model (A) is

quite noticeable also after 24 hours. These results are from the same

run as the previously shown 36 hour forecasts.

The integration with alternating sign of gives quite reasonable

results up to 24 hours (C) while at 36 hours (D) the quality has deteriorated

considerably, as seen by comparison with the verification (V2). The formally

balanced hyperbolic modes have in this case apparently introduced undesirable

effects.



A) Forecast 12h 50 cb. Barotropic
simplified scheme. Valid 31 dec OOz.

L- 57

-24

-12

+12

+ 24

H
+0

j -36 -24

-48,

V) Analysis 50 cb geopotential.
Valid 31 dec 00z.
Verification to 12h forecasts.

B) Forecast 12h 50 cb. Barotropic
balanced scheme. Valid 31 dec OOz.

30
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Figure 8

Barotropic forecasts of geopotential for 500 mb and verification (V)

A barotropic integration is chosen to give a separate illustration of

a characteristic difference between the simplified and balanced scheme,

Since the former corresponds to a geostrophic vorticity advection it will

have a tendency to give too rapid motions in cyclonic areas. In the

balanced scheme, however, the curvature-effect on the wind is corrected for.

This difference is clearly indicated already in the 12 hour forecasts,

where the simplified model (A) moves the trough with about twice the

actual speed, while the balanced model (B) fpgrcasts the pospion almost

c6rrectly. The trough-lines are drawn on the maps, the initial and verifying

positions Jbing& dotted ,and da.saed ,r:eppective ly.
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